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boethius was an eminent public figure under the gothic emperor theodoric and an
exceptional greek scholar when he became involved in a conspiracy and was imprisoned
in pavia it was to the greek philosophers that he turned the consolation was written
in the period leading up to his brutal execution it is a dialogue of alternating
prose and verse between the ailing prisoner and his nurse philosophy her instruction
on the nature of fortune and happiness good and evil fate and free will restore his
health and bring him to enlightenment the consolation was extremely popular
throughout medieval europe and his ideas were influential on the thought of chaucer
and dante written in the 6th century the consolation of philosophy is the best known
and most profound work of the christian theologian and philosopher st boethius he
composed this great work while he was unjustly imprisoned directly before his
unlawful execution consequently the consolation which takes the form of a dialogue
between boethius and lady philosophy discusses a variety of important and weighty
issues including ethics the nature of god god s relationship to the world the problem
of evil and the true nature of happiness in particular an often emphasized and key
theme throughout the book is the importance of both loving god and developing virtue
because it is written in dialogue form the literary qualities of the book are
somewhat light which contrasts with the occasionally weighty topics it discusses the
consolation of philosophy was enormously influential on medieval and renaissance
christianity statesmen poets historians philosophers and theologians all read and
studied it extensively moreover it remains even today an important and instructive
book both compelling and illuminating the consolation of philosophy is profitable for
all readers and comes highly recommended description from ccel org ccel boethius
consolation html april 18 2012 in this highly praised new translation of boethius s
the consolation of philosophy david r slavitt presents a graceful accessible and
modern version for both longtime admirers of one of the great masterpieces of
philosophical literature and those encountering it for the first time slavitt
preserves the distinction between the alternating verse and prose sections in the
latin original allowing us to appreciate the menippian parallels between the
discourses of literary and logical inquiry his prose translations are lively and
colloquial conveying the argumentative occasionally bantering tone of the original
while his verse translations restore the beauty and power of boethius s poetry the
result is a major contribution to the art of translation those less familiar with
consolation may remember it was written under a death sentence boethius c 480 524 an
imperial official under theodoric ostrogoth ruler of rome found himself in a time of
political paranoia denounced arrested and then executed two years later without a
trial composed while its author was imprisoned cut off from family and friends it
remains one of western literature s most eloquent meditations on the transitory
nature of earthly belongings and the superiority of things of the mind in an artful
combination of verse and prose slavitt captures the energy and passion of the
original and in an introduction intended for the general reader seth lerer places
boethius s life and achievement in context consolation of philosophy latin consolatio
philosophiae is a philosophical work by boethius written around the year 524 it has
been described as the single most important and influential work in the west on
medieval and early renaissance christianity and is also the last great western work
of the classical period anicius manlius severinus bo thius commonly called boethius c
480 524 or 525 ad was a philosopher of the early 6th century he was born in rome to
an ancient and prominent family which included emperors petronius maximus and
olybrius and many consuls his father flavius manlius boethius was consul in 487 after
odoacer deposed the last western roman emperor boethius of the noble anicia family
entered public life at a young age and was already a senator by the age of 25
boethius himself was consul in 510 in the kingdom of the ostrogoths in 522 he saw his
two sons become consuls boethius was imprisoned and eventually executed by king
theodoric the great who suspected him of conspiring with the eastern roman empire
while jailed boethius composed his consolation of philosophy a philosophical treatise
on fortune death and other issues the consolation became one of the most popular and
influential works of the middle ages why else does slippery fortune change so much
and punishment more fit for crime oppress the innocent written in prison before his
brutal execution in ad 524 boethius s the consolation of philosophy is a conversation
between the ailing prisoner and his nurse philosophy whose instruction restores him
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to health and brings him to enlightenment boethius was an eminent public figure who
had risen to great political heights in the court of king theodoric when he was
implicated in conspiracy and condemned to death although a christian it was to the
pagan greek philosophers that he turned for inspiration following his abrupt fall
from grace with great clarity of thought and philosophical brilliance boethius
adopted the classical model of the dialogue to debate the vagaries of fortune and to
explore the nature of happiness good and evil fate and free will this edition
includes an introduction discussing boethius s life and writings a bibliography
glossary and notes this carefully crafted ebook the consolation of philosophy
translated by walter john sedgefield is formatted for your ereader with a functional
and detailed table of contents consolation of philosophy latin consolatio
philosophiae is a philosophical work by boethius written around the year 524 it has
been described as the single most important and influential work in the west on
medieval and early renaissance christianity and is also the last great western work
of the classical period anicius manlius severinus boëthius commonly called boethius c
480 524 or 525 ad was a philosopher of the early 6th century he was born in rome to
an ancient and prominent family which included emperors petronius maximus and
olybrius and many consuls his father flavius manlius boethius was consul in 487 after
odoacer deposed the last western roman emperor boethius of the noble anicia family
entered public life at a young age and was already a senator by the age of 25
boethius himself was consul in 510 in the kingdom of the ostrogoths in 522 he saw his
two sons become consuls boethius was imprisoned and eventually executed by king
theodoric the great who suspected him of conspiring with the eastern roman empire
while jailed boethius composed his consolation of philosophy a philosophical treatise
on fortune death and other issues the consolation became one of the most popular and
influential works of the middle ages how is this book unique font adjustments
biography included unabridged 100 original content formatted for e reader illustrated
about the consolation of philosophy by boethius boethius was an eminent public figure
under the gothic emperor theodoric and an exceptional greek scholar when he became
involved in a conspiracy and was imprisoned in pavia it was to the greek philosophers
that he turned the consolation was written in the period leading up to his brutal
execution it is a dialogue of alternating prose and verse between the ailing prisoner
and his nurse philosophy her instruction on the nature of fortune and happiness good
and evil fate and free will restore his health and bring him to enlightenment the
consolation was extremely popular throughout medieval europe and his ideas were
influential on the thought of chaucer and dante owing heavily to the styles of plato
and socrates boethius s consolation of philosophy is a deep investigation into the
nature of wisdom and the physical world making use of fiction dialogue and other
platonic conventions boethius s envisioned discussions with philosophy personified
take the reader on a journey of philosophical inquiry and reflection that is as
stimulating today as it was in the sixth century anicius manlius severinus boethius c
480 524 or 525 was a christian philosopher of the 6th century he was born in rome to
an ancient and important family which included emperors petronius maximus and
olybrius and many consuls he was executed by king theodoric the great who suspected
him of conspiring with the byzantine empire boethius s most popular work is the
consolation of philosophy which he wrote in prison while awaiting his execution but
his lifelong project was a deliberate attempt to preserve ancient classical knowledge
particularly philosophy he intended to translate all the works of aristotle and plato
from the original greek into latin he also wrote a commentary on the isagoge by
porphyry which highlighted the existence of the problem of universals besides these
advanced philosophical works he is also reported to have translated important greek
texts for the topics of the quadrivium he also wrote theological treatises which
generally involve support for the orthodox position against arian ideas and other
contemporary religious debates consolation of philosophy latin consolatio
philosophiae is a philosophical work by boethius written around the year 524 it has
been described as the single most important and influential work in the west on
medieval and early renaissance christianity and is also the last great western work
of the classical period anicius manlius severinus boëthius commonly called boethius c
480 524 or 525 ad was a philosopher of the early 6th century he was born in rome to
an ancient and prominent family which included emperors petronius maximus and
olybrius and many consuls his father flavius manlius boethius was consul in 487 after
odoacer deposed the last western roman emperor boethius of the noble anicia family
entered public life at a young age and was already a senator by the age of 25
boethius himself was consul in 510 in the kingdom of the ostrogoths in 522 he saw his
two sons become consuls boethius was imprisoned and eventually executed by king
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theodoric the great who suspected him of conspiring with the eastern roman empire
while jailed boethius composed his consolation of philosophy a philosophical treatise
on fortune death and other issues the consolation became one of the most popular and
influential works of the middle ages boethius consolation of philosophy was one of
the most widely read and influential texts in medieval europe considering questions
such as how can evil exist in a world governed by god and how is happiness still
attainable despite the vicissitudes of fortune written as a dialogue between boethius
and lady philosophy and alternating between poetry and prose the consolation is of
interest not only to philosophers but to students of classics and literature as well
in this critical guide the first collection of philosophical essays devoted
exclusively to the consolation thirteen new essays demonstrate its ongoing vitality
and break open its riches for a new generation of readers the essays reflect the
diverse array of approaches in contemporary scholarship and attend to both the
literary features and the philosophical content of the consolation the volume will be
invaluable for scholars of medieval philosophy medieval literature and the history of
ideas an eminent public figure under the gothic emperor theodoric boethius c a d 475
525 was also an exceptional greek scholar and it was to the greek philosophers that
he turned when he fell from favor and was imprisoned in pavia written in the period
leading up to his brutal execution it is a dialogue of alternating prose and verse
between the ailing prisoner and his nurse philosophy whose instruction on the nature
of fortune and happiness good and evil fate and free will restore his health and
bring him to enlightenment this quote is from the back cover of an earlier
publication of the consolation of philosophy the consolation of philosophy of
boethius boethius translated into english prose and verse by h r james the
consolation of philosophy is a philosophical work by boethius written around the year
524 it has been described as the single most important and influential work in the
west on medieval and early renaissance christianity and is also the last great
western work of the classical period the consolation of philosophy was written during
a one year imprisonment boethius served while awaiting trial and eventual horrific
execution for the crime of treason under the ostrogothic king theodoric the great
boethius was at the very heights of power in rome and was brought down by treachery
this experience inspired the text which reflects on how evil can exist in a world
governed by god the problem of theodicy and how happiness can be attainable amidst
fickle fortune while also considering the nature of happiness and god it has been
described as by far the most interesting example of prison literature the world has
ever seen even though reference is often made to god the book is not strictly
religious a link is often assumed yet there is no reference made to jesus christ or
christianity or any other specific religion other than a few oblique references to
pauline scripture such as the symmetry between the opening lines of book 4 chapter 3
and 1 corinthians 9 24 god is however represented not only as an eternal and all
knowing being but as the source of all good boethius writes the book as a
conversation between himself and lady philosophy she consoles boethius by discussing
the transitory nature of fame and wealth no man can ever truly be secure until he has
been forsaken by fortune and the ultimate superiority of things of the mind which she
calls the one true good she contends that happiness comes from within and that one s
virtue is all that one truly has because it is not imperilled by the vicissitudes of
fortune this is a new release of the original 1897 edition the book called the
consolation of philosophy was throughout the middle ages and down to the beginnings
of the modern epoch in the sixteenth century the scholar s familiar companion few
books have exercised a wider influence in their time it has been translated into
every european tongue and into english nearly a dozen times from king alfred s
paraphrase to the translations of lord preston causton ridpath and duncan in the
eighteenth century the belief that what once pleased so widely must still have some
charm is my excuse for attempting the present translation the great work of boethius
with its alternate prose and verse skilfully fitted together like dialogue and chorus
in a greek play is unique in literature and has a pathetic interest from the time and
circumstances of its composition it ought not to be forgotten those who can go to the
original will find their reward the consolation of philosophy is a work by the sixth
century philosopher boethius that has been described as having had the single most
important influence on the christianity of the middle ages and early renaissance and
as the last great work of the classical period this classic philosophical work by
boethius explores the nature of free will predestination and the nature of happiness
p ridpath s translation and notes make this text accessible to modern readers without
sacrificing the depth and richness of the original a must read for anyone interested
in the history of philosophy this work has been selected by scholars as being
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culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it
this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced
and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant entirely faithful to boethius latin relihan s
translation makes the philosophy of the consolation intelligible to readers it gives
equal weight to the poetry in fact relihan s metrical translation of boethius metra
are themselves contributions of the first moment to boethian studies boethius finally
has a translator equal to his prodigious talents and his manifold vision joseph pucci
brown university this book offers a splendid new translation of the consolatio
philosophiae that makes the philosophy of the text accessible to both the beginning
student and to the latin scholar any student interested in the transition in late
antiquity from the pagan to the christian worlds should own this volume victoria
jordan the classical outlook this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it
this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks
etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant written in the sixth century the consolation of
philosophy was one of the most popular and influential works of the middle ages
boethius composed the masterpiece while imprisoned and awaiting the death sentence
for treason the christian author had served as a high ranking government official
before falling out of favor with roman emperor theodoric an arian in the consolation
boethius explores the true end of life knowledge of god through a conversation with
lady philosophy part prose part poetry the work combines greek philosophy and
christian faith to formulate answers to some of life s most difficult and enduring
questions the consolation of philosophy boethius translated into english prose and
verse by h r james the consolation of philosophy latin de consolatione philosophiae
is a work by the sixth century philosopher boethius that has been described as having
had the single most important influence on the christianity of the middle ages and
early renaissance and as the last great work of the classical period the consolation
of philosophy was written in ad 523 during a one year imprisonment boethius served
while awaiting trial and eventual execution for the alleged crime of treason under
the ostrogothic king theodoric the great boethius was at the very heights of power in
rome and was brought down by treachery this experience inspired the text which
reflects on how evil can exist in a world governed by god the problem of theodicy and
how happiness can be attainable amidst fickle fortune while also considering the
nature of happiness and god it has been described as by far the most interesting
example of prison literature the world has ever seen a book that has been read and
studied thoroughly the consolation of philosophy takes a discussion form between the
author and the lady topics include god and the world the problem of evil the true
nature of happiness and most importantly the ideas of loving god and developing
virtue this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced
from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body
of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing
or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available
to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you
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for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant boethius the
theological tractates the consolation of philosophy anicius manlius severinus
boëthius commonly called boethius 477 524 ad was a roman senator consul magister
officiorum and philosopher of the early 6th century anicius manlius severinus
boethius of the famous praenestine family of the anicii was born about 480 a d in
rome his father was an ex consul he himself was consul under theodoric the ostrogoth
in 510 and his two sons children of a great grand daughter of the renowned q aurelius
symmachus were joint consuls in 522 his public career was splendid and honourable as
befitted a man of his race attainments and character but he fell under the
displeasure of theodoric and was charged with conspiring to deliver rome from his
rule and with corresponding treasonably to this end with justin emperor of the east
he was thrown into prison at pavia where he wrote the consolation of philosophy and
he was brutally put to death in 524 his brief and busy life was marked by great
literary achievement his learning was vast his industry untiring his object
unattainable nothing less than the transmission to his countrymen of all the works of
plato and aristotle and the reconciliation of their apparently divergent views to
form the idea was a silent judgment on the learning of his day to realize it was more
than one man could accomplish but boethius accomplished much he translated the greek
eisagogae of porphyry and the whole of aristotle s organon he wrote a double
commentary on the greek eisagogae and commentaries on the categories and the de
interpretatione of aristotle and on the topica of cicero he also composed original
treatises on the categorical and hypothetical syllogism on division and on topical
differences he adapted the arithmetic of nicomachus and his textbook on music founded
on various greek authorities was in use at oxford and cambridge until modern times
his five theological tractates are here together with the consolation of philosophy
to speak for themselves this is a new release of the original 1897 edition the
consolation of philosophy by boethius translated into english prose and verse by h r
james the consolation of philosophy is a philosophical work by boethius written
around the year 524 it has been described as the single most important and
influential work in the west on medieval and early renaissance christianity as well
as the last great western work of the classical period the consolation of philosophy
was written in ad 523 during a one year imprisonment boethius served while awaiting
trial and eventual execution for the alleged crime of treason under the ostrogothic
king theodoric the great boethius was at the very heights of power in rome and was
brought down by treachery this experience inspired the text which reflects on how
evil can exist in a world governed by god the problem of theodicy and how happiness
is still attainable amidst fickle fortune while also considering the nature of
happiness and god it has been described as by far the most interesting example of
prison literature the world has ever seen consolation of philosophy latin consolatio
philosophiae is a philosophical work by boethius written around the year 524 it has
been described as the single most important and influential work in the west on
medieval and early renaissance christianity and is also the last great western work
of the classical period anicius manlius severinus boëthius commonly called boethius c
480 524 or 525 ad was a philosopher of the early 6th century he was born in rome to
an ancient and prominent family which included emperors petronius maximus and
olybrius and many consuls his father flavius manlius boethius was consul in 487 after
odoacer deposed the last western roman emperor boethius of the noble anicia family
entered public life at a young age and was already a senator by the age of 25
boethius himself was consul in 510 in the kingdom of the ostrogoths in 522 he saw his
two sons become consuls boethius was imprisoned and eventually executed by king
theodoric the great who suspected him of conspiring with the eastern roman empire
while jailed boethius composed his consolation of philosophy a philosophical treatise
on fortune death and other issues the consolation became one of the most popular and
influential works of the middle ages the consolation of philosophy was written in 523
ad during a one year imprisonment boethius served while awaiting trial for the crime
of treason against king theodoric the great the text examines how evil can exist in a
world governed by god and how happiness is still attainable amidst fickle fortune and
considers the nature of happiness and god this book treats boethius consolation of
philosophy as a work of imaginative literature and applies modern techniques of
criticism to his writings the author s central purpose is to demonstrate the
methodological and thematic coherence of the consolation of philosophy originally
published in 1985 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand
technology to again make available previously out of print books from the
distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the
original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback
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and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase
access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
princeton university press since its founding in 1905 the theological tractates and
the consolation of philosophy by boethius with an english translation by h f stewart
anicius manlius severinus boëthius commonly called boethius c 480 524 ad was a
philosopher of the early 6th century he was born in rome to the ancient and prominent
anicia family which included emperors petronius maximus and olybrius and many consuls
his father flavius manlius boethius was consul in 487 after odoacer deposed the last
roman emperor boethius himself entered public life at a young age and was already a
senator by the age of 25 he was consul in 510 in the kingdom of the ostrogoths in 522
he saw his two sons become consuls boethius was imprisoned and eventually executed by
king theodoric the great who suspected him of conspiring with the byzantine empire
while jailed boethius composed his consolation of philosophy a philosophical treatise
on fortune death and other issues the consolation became one of the most popular and
influential works of the middle ages the consolation of philosophy was written during
a one year imprisonment boethius served while awaiting trial and eventual horrific
execution for the crime of treason under the ostrogothic king theodoric the great
boethius was at the very heights of power in rome and was brought down by treachery
this experience inspired the text which reflects on how evil can exist in a world
governed by god the problem of theodicy and how happiness can be attainable amidst
fickle fortune while also considering the nature of happiness and god it has been
described as by far the most interesting example of prison literature the world has
ever seen even though reference is often made to god the book is not strictly
religious a link is often assumed yet there is no reference made to jesus christ or
christianity or any other specific religion other than a few oblique references to
pauline scripture such as the symmetry between the opening lines of book 4 chapter 3
and 1 corinthians 9 24 god is however represented not only as an eternal and all
knowing being but as the source of all good boethius writes the book as a
conversation between himself and lady philosophy she consoles boethius by discussing
the transitory nature of fame and wealth no man can ever truly be secure until he has
been forsaken by fortune and the ultimate superiority of things of the mind which she
calls the one true good she contends that happiness comes from within and that one s
virtue is all that one truly has because it is not imperilled by the vicissitudes of
fortune to pleasant songs my work was erstwhile given and bright were all my labours
then but now in tears to sad refrains am i compelled to turn thus my maimed muses
guide my pen and gloomy songs make no feigned tears bedew my face then could no fear
so overcome to leave me companionless upon my way they were the pride of my earlier
bright lived days in my later gloomy days they are the comfort of my fate for
hastened by unhappiness has age come upon me without warning and grief hath set
within me the old age of her gloom white hairs are scattered untimely on my head and
the skin hangs loosely from my worn out limbs aeterna press consolatio philosophiae
is boethius s conversation with philosophy personified written while awaiting
execution he ponders the nature of morality fate and free will writing as philosophy
he memorably brings the metaphor of the wheel of fortune to medieval writers i turn
the wheel that spins i delight to see the high come down and the low ascend this
edition of consolatio philosophiae puts boethius s original text and next to james s
english translation together in one affordable book the 18th century was a wealth of
knowledge exploration and rapidly growing technology and expanding record keeping
made possible by advances in the printing press in its determination to preserve the
century of revolution gale initiated a revolution of its own digitization of epic
proportions to preserve these invaluable works in the largest archive of its kind now
for the first time these high quality digital copies of original 18th century
manuscripts are available in print making them highly accessible to libraries
undergraduate students and independent scholars the age of enlightenment profoundly
enriched religious and philosophical understanding and continues to influence present
day thinking works collected here include masterpieces by david hume immanuel kant
and jean jacques rousseau as well as religious sermons and moral debates on the
issues of the day such as the slave trade the age of reason saw conflict between
protestantism and catholicism transformed into one between faith and logic a debate
that continues in the twenty first century the below data was compiled from various
identification fields in the bibliographic record of this title this data is provided
as an additional tool in helping to insure edition identification british library
t105558 with a half title parallel latin and english text with the preface of peter
berty in latin and english p i occurs on the verso the text appears complete despite
the pagination london printed for the author by j crowder and sold by g g j and j
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robinson 1792 9 cix 3 6 108p plate port 8 the consolation of philosophy was written
during boethius one year imprisonment he examines how evil can exist in a world
governed by god and how happiness is still attainable amidst fickle fortune and
considers the nature of happiness written while boethius was in prison awaiting
execution the consolation of philosophy consists of a dialogue in alternating prose
and verse between the author lamenting his own sorrows and a majestic woman who is
the incarnation of his guardian philosophy the woman develops a modified form of
neoplatonism and stoicism demonstrating the unreality of earthly fortunes then
proving that the highest good and the highest happiness are in god and reconciling
the apparent contradictions concerning the existence of everything new edition with
footnotes



The Consolation of Philosophy 2003-04-24 boethius was an eminent public figure under
the gothic emperor theodoric and an exceptional greek scholar when he became involved
in a conspiracy and was imprisoned in pavia it was to the greek philosophers that he
turned the consolation was written in the period leading up to his brutal execution
it is a dialogue of alternating prose and verse between the ailing prisoner and his
nurse philosophy her instruction on the nature of fortune and happiness good and evil
fate and free will restore his health and bring him to enlightenment the consolation
was extremely popular throughout medieval europe and his ideas were influential on
the thought of chaucer and dante
The Consolation of Philosophy 2002-04-10 written in the 6th century the consolation
of philosophy is the best known and most profound work of the christian theologian
and philosopher st boethius he composed this great work while he was unjustly
imprisoned directly before his unlawful execution consequently the consolation which
takes the form of a dialogue between boethius and lady philosophy discusses a variety
of important and weighty issues including ethics the nature of god god s relationship
to the world the problem of evil and the true nature of happiness in particular an
often emphasized and key theme throughout the book is the importance of both loving
god and developing virtue because it is written in dialogue form the literary
qualities of the book are somewhat light which contrasts with the occasionally
weighty topics it discusses the consolation of philosophy was enormously influential
on medieval and renaissance christianity statesmen poets historians philosophers and
theologians all read and studied it extensively moreover it remains even today an
important and instructive book both compelling and illuminating the consolation of
philosophy is profitable for all readers and comes highly recommended description
from ccel org ccel boethius consolation html april 18 2012
The Consolation of Philosophy 2010-09-01 in this highly praised new translation of
boethius s the consolation of philosophy david r slavitt presents a graceful
accessible and modern version for both longtime admirers of one of the great
masterpieces of philosophical literature and those encountering it for the first time
slavitt preserves the distinction between the alternating verse and prose sections in
the latin original allowing us to appreciate the menippian parallels between the
discourses of literary and logical inquiry his prose translations are lively and
colloquial conveying the argumentative occasionally bantering tone of the original
while his verse translations restore the beauty and power of boethius s poetry the
result is a major contribution to the art of translation those less familiar with
consolation may remember it was written under a death sentence boethius c 480 524 an
imperial official under theodoric ostrogoth ruler of rome found himself in a time of
political paranoia denounced arrested and then executed two years later without a
trial composed while its author was imprisoned cut off from family and friends it
remains one of western literature s most eloquent meditations on the transitory
nature of earthly belongings and the superiority of things of the mind in an artful
combination of verse and prose slavitt captures the energy and passion of the
original and in an introduction intended for the general reader seth lerer places
boethius s life and achievement in context
The Consolation of Philosophy (3 Classic Translations by James, Cooper and
Sedgefield) 2013-08-29 consolation of philosophy latin consolatio philosophiae is a
philosophical work by boethius written around the year 524 it has been described as
the single most important and influential work in the west on medieval and early
renaissance christianity and is also the last great western work of the classical
period anicius manlius severinus bo thius commonly called boethius c 480 524 or 525
ad was a philosopher of the early 6th century he was born in rome to an ancient and
prominent family which included emperors petronius maximus and olybrius and many
consuls his father flavius manlius boethius was consul in 487 after odoacer deposed
the last western roman emperor boethius of the noble anicia family entered public
life at a young age and was already a senator by the age of 25 boethius himself was
consul in 510 in the kingdom of the ostrogoths in 522 he saw his two sons become
consuls boethius was imprisoned and eventually executed by king theodoric the great
who suspected him of conspiring with the eastern roman empire while jailed boethius
composed his consolation of philosophy a philosophical treatise on fortune death and
other issues the consolation became one of the most popular and influential works of
the middle ages
The Consolation of Philosophy 1897 why else does slippery fortune change so much and
punishment more fit for crime oppress the innocent written in prison before his
brutal execution in ad 524 boethius s the consolation of philosophy is a conversation
between the ailing prisoner and his nurse philosophy whose instruction restores him



to health and brings him to enlightenment boethius was an eminent public figure who
had risen to great political heights in the court of king theodoric when he was
implicated in conspiracy and condemned to death although a christian it was to the
pagan greek philosophers that he turned for inspiration following his abrupt fall
from grace with great clarity of thought and philosophical brilliance boethius
adopted the classical model of the dialogue to debate the vagaries of fortune and to
explore the nature of happiness good and evil fate and free will this edition
includes an introduction discussing boethius s life and writings a bibliography
glossary and notes
The Consolation of Philosophy (translated by Walter John Sedgefield) 2023-12-29 this
carefully crafted ebook the consolation of philosophy translated by walter john
sedgefield is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of
contents consolation of philosophy latin consolatio philosophiae is a philosophical
work by boethius written around the year 524 it has been described as the single most
important and influential work in the west on medieval and early renaissance
christianity and is also the last great western work of the classical period anicius
manlius severinus boëthius commonly called boethius c 480 524 or 525 ad was a
philosopher of the early 6th century he was born in rome to an ancient and prominent
family which included emperors petronius maximus and olybrius and many consuls his
father flavius manlius boethius was consul in 487 after odoacer deposed the last
western roman emperor boethius of the noble anicia family entered public life at a
young age and was already a senator by the age of 25 boethius himself was consul in
510 in the kingdom of the ostrogoths in 522 he saw his two sons become consuls
boethius was imprisoned and eventually executed by king theodoric the great who
suspected him of conspiring with the eastern roman empire while jailed boethius
composed his consolation of philosophy a philosophical treatise on fortune death and
other issues the consolation became one of the most popular and influential works of
the middle ages
The Consolation of Philosophy 2017-02-18 how is this book unique font adjustments
biography included unabridged 100 original content formatted for e reader illustrated
about the consolation of philosophy by boethius boethius was an eminent public figure
under the gothic emperor theodoric and an exceptional greek scholar when he became
involved in a conspiracy and was imprisoned in pavia it was to the greek philosophers
that he turned the consolation was written in the period leading up to his brutal
execution it is a dialogue of alternating prose and verse between the ailing prisoner
and his nurse philosophy her instruction on the nature of fortune and happiness good
and evil fate and free will restore his health and bring him to enlightenment the
consolation was extremely popular throughout medieval europe and his ideas were
influential on the thought of chaucer and dante owing heavily to the styles of plato
and socrates boethius s consolation of philosophy is a deep investigation into the
nature of wisdom and the physical world making use of fiction dialogue and other
platonic conventions boethius s envisioned discussions with philosophy personified
take the reader on a journey of philosophical inquiry and reflection that is as
stimulating today as it was in the sixth century
The Consolation of Philosophy of Boethius 2008-12 anicius manlius severinus boethius
c 480 524 or 525 was a christian philosopher of the 6th century he was born in rome
to an ancient and important family which included emperors petronius maximus and
olybrius and many consuls he was executed by king theodoric the great who suspected
him of conspiring with the byzantine empire boethius s most popular work is the
consolation of philosophy which he wrote in prison while awaiting his execution but
his lifelong project was a deliberate attempt to preserve ancient classical knowledge
particularly philosophy he intended to translate all the works of aristotle and plato
from the original greek into latin he also wrote a commentary on the isagoge by
porphyry which highlighted the existence of the problem of universals besides these
advanced philosophical works he is also reported to have translated important greek
texts for the topics of the quadrivium he also wrote theological treatises which
generally involve support for the orthodox position against arian ideas and other
contemporary religious debates
THE CONSOLATION OF PHILOSOPHY (The Cooper Translation) 2017-10-06 consolation of
philosophy latin consolatio philosophiae is a philosophical work by boethius written
around the year 524 it has been described as the single most important and
influential work in the west on medieval and early renaissance christianity and is
also the last great western work of the classical period anicius manlius severinus
boëthius commonly called boethius c 480 524 or 525 ad was a philosopher of the early
6th century he was born in rome to an ancient and prominent family which included



emperors petronius maximus and olybrius and many consuls his father flavius manlius
boethius was consul in 487 after odoacer deposed the last western roman emperor
boethius of the noble anicia family entered public life at a young age and was
already a senator by the age of 25 boethius himself was consul in 510 in the kingdom
of the ostrogoths in 522 he saw his two sons become consuls boethius was imprisoned
and eventually executed by king theodoric the great who suspected him of conspiring
with the eastern roman empire while jailed boethius composed his consolation of
philosophy a philosophical treatise on fortune death and other issues the consolation
became one of the most popular and influential works of the middle ages
Boethius' Consolation of Philosophy 1897 boethius consolation of philosophy was one
of the most widely read and influential texts in medieval europe considering
questions such as how can evil exist in a world governed by god and how is happiness
still attainable despite the vicissitudes of fortune written as a dialogue between
boethius and lady philosophy and alternating between poetry and prose the consolation
is of interest not only to philosophers but to students of classics and literature as
well in this critical guide the first collection of philosophical essays devoted
exclusively to the consolation thirteen new essays demonstrate its ongoing vitality
and break open its riches for a new generation of readers the essays reflect the
diverse array of approaches in contemporary scholarship and attend to both the
literary features and the philosophical content of the consolation the volume will be
invaluable for scholars of medieval philosophy medieval literature and the history of
ideas
Boethius's Consolation of Philosophy 1785 an eminent public figure under the gothic
emperor theodoric boethius c a d 475 525 was also an exceptional greek scholar and it
was to the greek philosophers that he turned when he fell from favor and was
imprisoned in pavia written in the period leading up to his brutal execution it is a
dialogue of alternating prose and verse between the ailing prisoner and his nurse
philosophy whose instruction on the nature of fortune and happiness good and evil
fate and free will restore his health and bring him to enlightenment this quote is
from the back cover of an earlier publication of the consolation of philosophy
Boethius’ ‘Consolation of Philosophy’ 2024-05-30 the consolation of philosophy of
boethius boethius translated into english prose and verse by h r james the
consolation of philosophy is a philosophical work by boethius written around the year
524 it has been described as the single most important and influential work in the
west on medieval and early renaissance christianity and is also the last great
western work of the classical period the consolation of philosophy was written during
a one year imprisonment boethius served while awaiting trial and eventual horrific
execution for the crime of treason under the ostrogothic king theodoric the great
boethius was at the very heights of power in rome and was brought down by treachery
this experience inspired the text which reflects on how evil can exist in a world
governed by god the problem of theodicy and how happiness can be attainable amidst
fickle fortune while also considering the nature of happiness and god it has been
described as by far the most interesting example of prison literature the world has
ever seen even though reference is often made to god the book is not strictly
religious a link is often assumed yet there is no reference made to jesus christ or
christianity or any other specific religion other than a few oblique references to
pauline scripture such as the symmetry between the opening lines of book 4 chapter 3
and 1 corinthians 9 24 god is however represented not only as an eternal and all
knowing being but as the source of all good boethius writes the book as a
conversation between himself and lady philosophy she consoles boethius by discussing
the transitory nature of fame and wealth no man can ever truly be secure until he has
been forsaken by fortune and the ultimate superiority of things of the mind which she
calls the one true good she contends that happiness comes from within and that one s
virtue is all that one truly has because it is not imperilled by the vicissitudes of
fortune
The Consolation of Philosophy 2009 this is a new release of the original 1897 edition
The Consolation of Philosophy of Boethius 2014-09-09 the book called the consolation
of philosophy was throughout the middle ages and down to the beginnings of the modern
epoch in the sixteenth century the scholar s familiar companion few books have
exercised a wider influence in their time it has been translated into every european
tongue and into english nearly a dozen times from king alfred s paraphrase to the
translations of lord preston causton ridpath and duncan in the eighteenth century the
belief that what once pleased so widely must still have some charm is my excuse for
attempting the present translation the great work of boethius with its alternate
prose and verse skilfully fitted together like dialogue and chorus in a greek play is



unique in literature and has a pathetic interest from the time and circumstances of
its composition it ought not to be forgotten those who can go to the original will
find their reward
Boethius' Consolation of Philosophy 2014-03 the consolation of philosophy is a work
by the sixth century philosopher boethius that has been described as having had the
single most important influence on the christianity of the middle ages and early
renaissance and as the last great work of the classical period
The Consolation of Philosophy 2019-01-21 this classic philosophical work by boethius
explores the nature of free will predestination and the nature of happiness p ridpath
s translation and notes make this text accessible to modern readers without
sacrificing the depth and richness of the original a must read for anyone interested
in the history of philosophy this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it
this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced
and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant
The Consolation of Philosophy 2016-04-27 entirely faithful to boethius latin relihan
s translation makes the philosophy of the consolation intelligible to readers it
gives equal weight to the poetry in fact relihan s metrical translation of boethius
metra are themselves contributions of the first moment to boethian studies boethius
finally has a translator equal to his prodigious talents and his manifold vision
joseph pucci brown university this book offers a splendid new translation of the
consolatio philosophiae that makes the philosophy of the text accessible to both the
beginning student and to the latin scholar any student interested in the transition
in late antiquity from the pagan to the christian worlds should own this volume
victoria jordan the classical outlook
Boethius's Consolation of Philosophy, Tr., With Notes and Illustr., by P. Ridpath
2023-07-18 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and
is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced
from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body
of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing
or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available
to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Consolation of Philosophy 2001-03-01 written in the sixth century the consolation of
philosophy was one of the most popular and influential works of the middle ages
boethius composed the masterpiece while imprisoned and awaiting the death sentence
for treason the christian author had served as a high ranking government official
before falling out of favor with roman emperor theodoric an arian in the consolation
boethius explores the true end of life knowledge of god through a conversation with
lady philosophy part prose part poetry the work combines greek philosophy and
christian faith to formulate answers to some of life s most difficult and enduring
questions
Boethius's Consolation of Philosophy, Tr., with Notes and Illustr., by P. Ridpath -
Scholar's Choice Edition 2015-02-08 the consolation of philosophy boethius translated
into english prose and verse by h r james the consolation of philosophy latin de
consolatione philosophiae is a work by the sixth century philosopher boethius that
has been described as having had the single most important influence on the
christianity of the middle ages and early renaissance and as the last great work of
the classical period the consolation of philosophy was written in ad 523 during a one
year imprisonment boethius served while awaiting trial and eventual execution for the
alleged crime of treason under the ostrogothic king theodoric the great boethius was
at the very heights of power in rome and was brought down by treachery this
experience inspired the text which reflects on how evil can exist in a world governed
by god the problem of theodicy and how happiness can be attainable amidst fickle



fortune while also considering the nature of happiness and god it has been described
as by far the most interesting example of prison literature the world has ever seen
The Consolation of Philosophy. [A Metrical Translation by Harry Coningsby.] 1664 a
book that has been read and studied thoroughly the consolation of philosophy takes a
discussion form between the author and the lady topics include god and the world the
problem of evil the true nature of happiness and most importantly the ideas of loving
god and developing virtue
Boethius's Consolation of Philosophy. Translated ... with Notes, and Illustrations,
by the Rev. Philip Ridpath 1785 this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it
this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks
etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant
The Consolation of Philosophy 2011-11-15 boethius the theological tractates the
consolation of philosophy anicius manlius severinus boëthius commonly called boethius
477 524 ad was a roman senator consul magister officiorum and philosopher of the
early 6th century anicius manlius severinus boethius of the famous praenestine family
of the anicii was born about 480 a d in rome his father was an ex consul he himself
was consul under theodoric the ostrogoth in 510 and his two sons children of a great
grand daughter of the renowned q aurelius symmachus were joint consuls in 522 his
public career was splendid and honourable as befitted a man of his race attainments
and character but he fell under the displeasure of theodoric and was charged with
conspiring to deliver rome from his rule and with corresponding treasonably to this
end with justin emperor of the east he was thrown into prison at pavia where he wrote
the consolation of philosophy and he was brutally put to death in 524 his brief and
busy life was marked by great literary achievement his learning was vast his industry
untiring his object unattainable nothing less than the transmission to his countrymen
of all the works of plato and aristotle and the reconciliation of their apparently
divergent views to form the idea was a silent judgment on the learning of his day to
realize it was more than one man could accomplish but boethius accomplished much he
translated the greek eisagogae of porphyry and the whole of aristotle s organon he
wrote a double commentary on the greek eisagogae and commentaries on the categories
and the de interpretatione of aristotle and on the topica of cicero he also composed
original treatises on the categorical and hypothetical syllogism on division and on
topical differences he adapted the arithmetic of nicomachus and his textbook on music
founded on various greek authorities was in use at oxford and cambridge until modern
times his five theological tractates are here together with the consolation of
philosophy to speak for themselves
The Consolation of Philosophy 2016-08-29 this is a new release of the original 1897
edition
The Consolation of Philosophy 2016-09-29 the consolation of philosophy by boethius
translated into english prose and verse by h r james the consolation of philosophy is
a philosophical work by boethius written around the year 524 it has been described as
the single most important and influential work in the west on medieval and early
renaissance christianity as well as the last great western work of the classical
period the consolation of philosophy was written in ad 523 during a one year
imprisonment boethius served while awaiting trial and eventual execution for the
alleged crime of treason under the ostrogothic king theodoric the great boethius was
at the very heights of power in rome and was brought down by treachery this
experience inspired the text which reflects on how evil can exist in a world governed
by god the problem of theodicy and how happiness is still attainable amidst fickle
fortune while also considering the nature of happiness and god it has been described
as by far the most interesting example of prison literature the world has ever seen
Boethius' Consolation of Philosophy 2015-08-13 consolation of philosophy latin
consolatio philosophiae is a philosophical work by boethius written around the year
524 it has been described as the single most important and influential work in the



west on medieval and early renaissance christianity and is also the last great
western work of the classical period anicius manlius severinus boëthius commonly
called boethius c 480 524 or 525 ad was a philosopher of the early 6th century he was
born in rome to an ancient and prominent family which included emperors petronius
maximus and olybrius and many consuls his father flavius manlius boethius was consul
in 487 after odoacer deposed the last western roman emperor boethius of the noble
anicia family entered public life at a young age and was already a senator by the age
of 25 boethius himself was consul in 510 in the kingdom of the ostrogoths in 522 he
saw his two sons become consuls boethius was imprisoned and eventually executed by
king theodoric the great who suspected him of conspiring with the eastern roman
empire while jailed boethius composed his consolation of philosophy a philosophical
treatise on fortune death and other issues the consolation became one of the most
popular and influential works of the middle ages
The Theological Tractates 2018-04-30 the consolation of philosophy was written in 523
ad during a one year imprisonment boethius served while awaiting trial for the crime
of treason against king theodoric the great the text examines how evil can exist in a
world governed by god and how happiness is still attainable amidst fickle fortune and
considers the nature of happiness and god
Boethius' Consolation of Philosophy 2014-03 this book treats boethius consolation of
philosophy as a work of imaginative literature and applies modern techniques of
criticism to his writings the author s central purpose is to demonstrate the
methodological and thematic coherence of the consolation of philosophy originally
published in 1985 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand
technology to again make available previously out of print books from the
distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the
original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback
and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase
access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
princeton university press since its founding in 1905
The Consolation of Philosophy 2018-06-26 the theological tractates and the
consolation of philosophy by boethius with an english translation by h f stewart
anicius manlius severinus boëthius commonly called boethius c 480 524 ad was a
philosopher of the early 6th century he was born in rome to the ancient and prominent
anicia family which included emperors petronius maximus and olybrius and many consuls
his father flavius manlius boethius was consul in 487 after odoacer deposed the last
roman emperor boethius himself entered public life at a young age and was already a
senator by the age of 25 he was consul in 510 in the kingdom of the ostrogoths in 522
he saw his two sons become consuls boethius was imprisoned and eventually executed by
king theodoric the great who suspected him of conspiring with the byzantine empire
while jailed boethius composed his consolation of philosophy a philosophical treatise
on fortune death and other issues the consolation became one of the most popular and
influential works of the middle ages the consolation of philosophy was written during
a one year imprisonment boethius served while awaiting trial and eventual horrific
execution for the crime of treason under the ostrogothic king theodoric the great
boethius was at the very heights of power in rome and was brought down by treachery
this experience inspired the text which reflects on how evil can exist in a world
governed by god the problem of theodicy and how happiness can be attainable amidst
fickle fortune while also considering the nature of happiness and god it has been
described as by far the most interesting example of prison literature the world has
ever seen even though reference is often made to god the book is not strictly
religious a link is often assumed yet there is no reference made to jesus christ or
christianity or any other specific religion other than a few oblique references to
pauline scripture such as the symmetry between the opening lines of book 4 chapter 3
and 1 corinthians 9 24 god is however represented not only as an eternal and all
knowing being but as the source of all good boethius writes the book as a
conversation between himself and lady philosophy she consoles boethius by discussing
the transitory nature of fame and wealth no man can ever truly be secure until he has
been forsaken by fortune and the ultimate superiority of things of the mind which she
calls the one true good she contends that happiness comes from within and that one s
virtue is all that one truly has because it is not imperilled by the vicissitudes of
fortune
The Consolation of Philosophy 2017-12-06 to pleasant songs my work was erstwhile
given and bright were all my labours then but now in tears to sad refrains am i
compelled to turn thus my maimed muses guide my pen and gloomy songs make no feigned
tears bedew my face then could no fear so overcome to leave me companionless upon my



way they were the pride of my earlier bright lived days in my later gloomy days they
are the comfort of my fate for hastened by unhappiness has age come upon me without
warning and grief hath set within me the old age of her gloom white hairs are
scattered untimely on my head and the skin hangs loosely from my worn out limbs
aeterna press
The Consolation of Philosophy (100 Copy Collector's Edition) 2020-08-17 consolatio
philosophiae is boethius s conversation with philosophy personified written while
awaiting execution he ponders the nature of morality fate and free will writing as
philosophy he memorably brings the metaphor of the wheel of fortune to medieval
writers i turn the wheel that spins i delight to see the high come down and the low
ascend this edition of consolatio philosophiae puts boethius s original text and next
to james s english translation together in one affordable book
The Consolation of Philosophy 1664 the 18th century was a wealth of knowledge
exploration and rapidly growing technology and expanding record keeping made possible
by advances in the printing press in its determination to preserve the century of
revolution gale initiated a revolution of its own digitization of epic proportions to
preserve these invaluable works in the largest archive of its kind now for the first
time these high quality digital copies of original 18th century manuscripts are
available in print making them highly accessible to libraries undergraduate students
and independent scholars the age of enlightenment profoundly enriched religious and
philosophical understanding and continues to influence present day thinking works
collected here include masterpieces by david hume immanuel kant and jean jacques
rousseau as well as religious sermons and moral debates on the issues of the day such
as the slave trade the age of reason saw conflict between protestantism and
catholicism transformed into one between faith and logic a debate that continues in
the twenty first century the below data was compiled from various identification
fields in the bibliographic record of this title this data is provided as an
additional tool in helping to insure edition identification british library t105558
with a half title parallel latin and english text with the preface of peter berty in
latin and english p i occurs on the verso the text appears complete despite the
pagination london printed for the author by j crowder and sold by g g j and j
robinson 1792 9 cix 3 6 108p plate port 8
Boethius and Dialogue 2014-07-14 the consolation of philosophy was written during
boethius one year imprisonment he examines how evil can exist in a world governed by
god and how happiness is still attainable amidst fickle fortune and considers the
nature of happiness
The Consolation of Philosophy of Boethius 1926 written while boethius was in prison
awaiting execution the consolation of philosophy consists of a dialogue in
alternating prose and verse between the author lamenting his own sorrows and a
majestic woman who is the incarnation of his guardian philosophy the woman develops a
modified form of neoplatonism and stoicism demonstrating the unreality of earthly
fortunes then proving that the highest good and the highest happiness are in god and
reconciling the apparent contradictions concerning the existence of everything new
edition with footnotes
The Theological Tractates 2015-01-22
The Consolation of Philosophy 1964-02-01
Consolatio Philosophiae 2014-01-29
The Metres of Boethius, on the Consolation of Philosophy 2018-04-17
The Consolation of Philosophy (Royal Collector's Edition) (Case Laminate Hardcover
with Jacket) 2021-02-02
The Consolation of Philosophy (Annotated) 2019-08-28
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